Spanish courses for groups in Valencia

Group programmes
2023
Learn Spanish
in Valencia and enjoy
the Mediterranean
lifestyle

Group programmes
are designed
for school teachers
who want to organize
a trip for their
students to
complement
their classes
at school

The
School

A modern school
steeped in
rich history
Our beautiful school is located in the
historical Palacio de los Fernández
de Córdova building deep in the heart
of Valencia’s old town surrounded by
history and culture.
We have carefully renovated the
stunning 153-year-old property to our
own vision of a 21st century language
school that compliments history with
modernism.
The school is placed just where the
11th century Arab city walls were
standing and still a big part of them
have remained inside the building
penetrating through the school and
getting inside the classrooms, creating
an atmosphere of history and mystery.
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#miexperienciaEspanole

Central
location

Historical
building

2100 square
metres

About us
International
and friendly
atmosphere

Accredited by
Instituto Cervantes

Our 2100-square-metre
building has 28 classrooms
with interactive whiteboards,
a student café with reading area,
two patios with fruit trees and a
roof garden to enjoy the beautiful
Valencian weather all year round.
Españolé is situated on one
of the main streets of Valencia
Old Town, in the district
of El Carmen. A tangled web of
narrow streets, alleys and plazas
packed with terraces,
El Carmen has become Valencia’s
most famous and fascinating
neighborhood.

28 Well-equipped
classrooms

Student
Area

Patio

Terraces

Cafeteria

Sun

loungers

BBQ

Kitchen

Wifi
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Our
group
courses

We offer fully customisable courses to suit the
individual needs and requirements for all types
of schools and students. You can tailor-make
your trip depending on your students’ needs,
interests, desired learning outcomes ages and
programme lengths.
We aim to provide time-effective language
learning solutions for school groups while
enjoying a rich cultural experience in Spain.
We have been providing courses for many
schools over the last 12 years with many
of them returning year after year.

You can simply send us the requirements for
your group needs and we will pull together
a schedule full of fun lessons with activities
packed with linguistic value. We will take care
of every aspect of your stay from the lessons
to the transfers and everything in-between.
We cater for groups of any size from 10 students
upwards and the minimum age is 10 years old.
Normally our groups come for between
1 – 4 weeks but the length of stay totally
depends on your needs and budget.

We can customise the
programme as much
as you want and will
do our best to make it
work for you!
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The
Spanish
course

Closed groups
Classes are normally organised in single
nationality classes and the content can be
adapted to the student’s needs or for exam
preparation.

Students usually take 20 lessons per week although
we can arrange more or less lessons depending on
the group needs and the time available.

Before coming, teachers or group
organisers can let us know the areas in
which the students need to improve or
which skills are more important for them so
that we can arrange the class programme
together.

Lessons are fun and interactive
with a high level
of student involvement

We can also level test the students and
determine the best academic programme
for them depending on their knowledge
and interests.

Practical
language
learning
A well-structured
language
programme
Workshops and company visits
can be included
in the programme

Accommodation
Group leaders

Host family

We know that group leaders
do a great job and have a big
responsibility when arranging
a group programme. We want
them to feel good and we are
always available to help them.

Group accommodation is provided with carefully
selected Spanish host families.

We will provide free
accommodation in host
families, private apartments
or hotels (number of free
group leaders depending
on the number of students).
Group leaders can also attend
free group lessons at the same
time that their students
are in class.

Students are usually accommodated in double
rooms, but single rooms can be arranged on
request. All rooms have a shared bathroom. The
meal plan requires breakfast and dinner or the
full board option. Any specific dietary needs can
be catered for.

Ideal for students who wish to fully immerse
themselves into the Spanish culture, as students
will live with locals in a family atmosphere to
practise Spanish.
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A cultural
approach

The cultural activities and excursions are an essential
part of the learning experience. Group organizers can
choose from a wide range of cultural visits and groupbased afternoon and evening activities to provide a well
rounded and varied trip for their students.

Afternoon and
evening activities
Walk in the old town
Visit to Museums
Visit to the City of Arts
& Sciences
Bike tour
Sports
Shopping trips
Bowling
BBQ in the school terrace
Outing to the cinema
Beach games
Cooking workshops
Disco party
Quiz night
Talent show
and many more…...

Excursions
Aquapark
Albufera lake
Benicassim
Sagunto
Játiva
Peñíscola
Javea
Altea
Alicante
Madrid
Barcelona
and many more...

Why Valencia
Valencia is a medium size city located
on the Mediterranean Coast of Spain.
It has something to suit all tastes.
You’ll discover a modern city brimming
with culture and history, fabulous
beaches and a relaxed and friendly
atmosphere.
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> Valencia is a very Spanish city
which enjoys more than 300 days
of sunshine per year.
> Historic city centre with remains
of many old civilizations.
> Traditions and modern
cosmopolitan life
stand side-by-side.
> Modern architecture in the
City of Arts and Sciences.

> Long sandy beaches.
> Green city with many parks
to enjoy.
> Perfect place to enjoy the
Mediterranean gastronomy.
> Friendly people.
> Safe environment.
> Easy for young students
to get around.

A weekly
plan
		

This is an example of a regular schedule
of classes and activities that may be
developed along the week.

Classes
are combined
with leisure
activities

Sunday

Monday

Wednesday

Friday

Arrival to Valencia
and transfer to
accommodation

08:30 Breakfast

08:30 Breakfast

08:30 Breakfast

08:30-13:20
Level test & Spanish classes

09:30-13:20 Spanish classes

09:30-13:20 Spanish classes

14:00 Lunch

14:00 Lunch

14:00 Lunch
17:00 City tour and tapas

17:00 Cooking workshop:
Paella at the school terrace

16:00 Visit to the
Fallas museum

21:00 Dinner

21:00 Dinner

21:00 Barbecue dinner in the
school terrace

Tuesday

Thursday

Saturday

08:30 Breakfast

08:30 Breakfast

09:30 Breakfast

09:30-13:20 Spanish classes

09:30-13:20 Spanish classes

14:00 Lunch

14:00 Lunch

16:00 Walk in the riverbed
and visit to the City of Arts
and Sciences

16:00 Volleyball on the beach
or dancing lesson

11:00-19:00
Excursion to the Albufera lake
& Bike tour

21:00 Dinner

21:00 Dinner

or
Transfer to Valencia
Airport Departure
(only for students leaving)
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Information
& enrolments
C/ Caballeros, 36
46001 Valencia (Spain)
+34 96 353 04 04
https://espanoleschool.com
info@ihvalencia.com
Españolé Ih Valencia
@espanole_ih_Valencia

Our representative

